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Executive Summary

The application of high pressure to materials has enabled discoveries in scientific fields such as planetary science, materials science, and materials synthesis. Recent advances in X-ray user light sources and other facilities, co-location and integration of user facilities with high-pressure drivers, availability of high-performance computing (HPC) platforms, and the development of new data science techniques have created opportunities for, and challenges in, advancing data analytics for rapid and dynamic compression experiments.

To address these challenges, harness the emerging technology now available, and expedite scientific discovery, Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) hosted a virtual workshop entitled “Data Science and Computation for Rapid and Dynamic Compression Workflows at Experimental Facilities” from September 8 to 11, 2020. The workshop included 95 registered scientists and analytics experts from 15 universities, 9 United States (US) national laboratories, 5 US and European X-ray light sources, neutron sources such as the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE), other big science facilities such as the National Ignition Facility (NIF), and an industry representative. The workshop included 31 invited talks and 4 lightning talks by students and post-docs.

The workshop began with a keynote presentation by Dr. Nenad Velisavljevic, Director of the High Pressure Collaborative Access Team (HPCAT) at the Advanced Photon Source (APS). Plenary talks focused on the Basic Energy Sciences Data Project light source software stack, the Materials Project community data sharing platform, and detector innovations. Breakout sessions and panels covered data analytics for static and dynamic compression experiments; X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scattering data types; time-dependent measurements using status apparatus, image processing, machine learning (ML), visualization, real-time, and post hoc analytic workflows; and facility computational resources.

The workshop identified the following priority gaps: new large data volumes and high data rates from upgraded facilities cannot be handled; data analytics are not performed during experiments, which results in inefficient use of valuable experimental run time; data characteristics such as noise, phase wrap, data sparseness, and artifacts impede analyses; few labeled datasets and metadata are available for advanced data science; and experiments cannot be conducted remotely, nor can resources be harnessed from multiple facilities.

The workshop identified the following priority areas for research and investment: analysis algorithm development for image processing, machine learning, and signal processing; universally applicable and accessible software tools with common interfaces and the ability to be customized across a wide range of experimental apparatus; integration of multiple streams of data, multiple analysis techniques, and data types; metadata creation and management and common data pedigree despite different origins; science and computing user facilities to invest in user engagement and encourage interdisciplinary teams; algorithms and data storage infrastructure for data processing and reduction of increased data volumes and velocity; forward model development and combination with data analytic techniques; and portable interfacility and remote workflows to encourage collaboration.
Workshop on Data Science and Computation for Rapid and Dynamic
Compression Experiment Workflows at Experimental Facilities

Session Topics

Data Science:

Compression Data and Analysis:
- X-ray Diffraction, Imaging, VISAR, Phase Fractions and Transitions, Features

Technology Advances:
- High-energy Sources, Improved Detectors, Increased Repetition Rates, Supercomputers

Computational Workflows:
- Real-time Analytics, Computing Facility Support, Resources, Tools

Priority Gaps

- Cannot handle new large data volumes and velocities from upgraded facilities.
- Data analytics are not performed during experiments, thwarts experimental design.
- Data characteristics such as noise, phase wrap, data sparseness and artifacts impede analyses.
- Few labeled datasets and metadata for advanced data science.
- Cannot conduct experiments remotely or harness resources from multiple facilities.

Priority Investments

- Analysis algorithm development for image processing, machine learning, and signal processing.
- Universally applicable and accessible software tools with common interfaces and ability to be customized.
- Integration of multiple streams of data, multiple analysis techniques and data types.
- Metadata creation and management, common data pedigree despite different origins.
- Science and computing user facilities invest in user engagement and encouraging interdisciplinary teams.
- Algorithms and data storage infrastructure for data processing and reduction of increased data volumes and velocity.
- Forward model development and combination with data analytic techniques.

Portable interfacility and remote workflows to encourage collaboration.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSLS-II</td>
<td>National Synchrotron Light Source–II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCI</td>
<td>Phase Contrast Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETRA III</td>
<td>Synchrotron light source at DESY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAXS</td>
<td>Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLAC</td>
<td>Stanford Linear Accelerator Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIFF</td>
<td>Tagged Image Format File</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISAR</td>
<td>Velocity Interferometer System for Any Reflector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XANES</td>
<td>X-Ray Absorption Near Edge Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XFEL</td>
<td>X-Ray Free Electron Laser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPCI</td>
<td>X-Ray Phase Contrast Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPCS</td>
<td>X-Ray Photon Correlation Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRD</td>
<td>X-Ray Diffraction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.0 WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES AND BACKGROUND

1.1 Introduction

The application of high pressure to materials has enabled discoveries in a diverse range of scientific fields. It has helped scientists understand the interior of the earth, measure the properties of materials, synthesize new materials, and understand the behavior of materials at extreme conditions. Quasi-static and dynamic compression experiments are performed in third- and fourth-generation light sources around the world. These techniques and drivers include diamond anvil cell (DAC),\(^1\) dynamic DAC (dDAC),\(^2\) laser,\(^3\) gas gun,\(^4\) and high-explosive drivers.\(^5\) Compression experiments study the high-pressure phases of numerous metals and soft materials and the mixing of liquids and gases.

To meet the current data analysis challenges for compression science, harness the emerging technology available, and expedite scientific discovery, Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) hosted a virtual workshop entitled “Data Science and Computation for Rapid and Dynamic Compression Workflows at Experimental Facilities” from September 8 to 11, 2020. The workshop included 95 registered scientists and analytics experts from 15 universities, nine United States (US) national laboratories, five US and European X-ray light sources, neutron sources such as the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE), other facilities such as the National Ignition Facility (NIF), and one industry representative. The workshop included 31 invited talks and four lightning talks by students and postdocs. Video conferencing was enabled by WebEx, talks were live, and questions were asked in real time using the chat feature. A more traditional Q&A session occurred after each talk.

After a formal welcome from Antoinette Taylor, Associate Lab Director for Physical Sciences at LANL, the workshop began with a keynote presentation from Dr. Nenad Velisavljevic, Director of the High Pressure Collaborative Access Team (HPCAT) at the Advanced Photon Source (APS). Plenary talks focused on the Basic Energy Sciences Data Project light source software stack, the Materials Project community data sharing platform, and detector innovations. Breakout sessions and panels covered data analytics for static and dynamic compression experiments; X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scattering data types; time-dependent measurements using status apparatus, image processing, ML, visualization, real-time, and post-hoc analytic workflows; and facility computational resources. The workshop aimed to find consistent themes among various compression science experiment sub-communities so that crosscutting needs and priority investment areas using data science could be discerned.
The contributions and level of engagement by workshop attendees were remarkable despite the virtual workshop format and the relatively specialized experimental domain; this is encouraging and bodes well for future activity in this community. The issues raised in this workshop are important to having a technological edge in an ever-more competitive national and international environment and are important for accelerating scientific discovery supporting academia, industry, and the national mission of laboratories represented at the workshop.

This report presents a brief background on recent developments in compression science that relate to data analysis challenges; summarizes the major themes and topics covered in the workshop, including current status, needs, and areas of investment for each topic; and provides a final list of crosscutting priority needs and priority areas of investment. The report ends with suggested activities and appendices that provide further details on the workshop.

1.2 Background

Experimental measurements on materials under high pressures have always been challenging to obtain because of the small volumes of compressed materials (such as in DACs) and because of the transient nature of the compressed states, such as those states reached through ramp or shock compression. These challenges are being continually addressed using the evolving precision and resolution of diagnostics. These diagnostics have long been invaluable tools for understanding properties such as the phase, structure, magnetic ordering, and electronic properties of materials under extreme pressures and temperatures.

Recent advances in light source technologies have produced high-energy pulsed X-ray beams with intensity adequate to make high-precision materials measurements using a single X-ray pulse. Upgraded facilities provide X-rays with higher brilliance, increased energy, increased pulse repetition rate, improved coherence, and tighter focusing. The short durations of these pulses are typically ~100 ps at X-ray synchrotrons and <100 fs at X-ray free electron lasers (XFELs). Short pulses enable time-resolved measurements that present transformational opportunities for compression science. These technological advances have enabled a rapid expansion in the number of compression experiments and in the number of diverse diagnostic techniques. Increased brightness has allowed for more imaging techniques, for example.

Improvements in detector technology (e.g., improved efficiency for hard X-rays, improved repetition rate, and higher resolution) augment the upgraded sources and further enable time-resolved diffraction and imaging in dynamic and rapid compression experiments. Research in detector technology involves new materials, innovations in the structure of detectors, an increased field of view, and novel data science to enhance detector hardware performance.

Increased X-ray pulse repetition rates and faster detectors have significantly advanced the pace of high-pressure experiments. The commercialization and widespread use of hybrid pixel-array detectors facilitates large-format, two-dimensional (2D) X-ray imaging at frequencies on the order of kilohertz to megahertz. As a result of significantly more data of higher resolution conveyed by detectors, the data volumes and the velocity at which they are produced have become a new challenge. For example, for dDAC experiments, in a
typical 48–72 hour beamtime, this can result in >10,000 images or 400–900 GB of data. As shock studies move to 10 Hz sources and Diode Pumped Optical Laser for Experiments (DiPOLE) lasers come online, datasets will become much larger. To fully use the new data, collaboration with data scientists is essential in the development of data analysis, visualization, and computational workflows. New approaches to data storage, sharing, and management are also needed to support data analytics.

In addition to the revolution in X-ray light sources, this workshop was motivated by the co-location and integration of the light sources with high-pressure drivers, including dDAC, large volume hydraulic presses (e.g., multi-anvil or Paris-Edinburgh style), gas guns, high-energy lasers, and high explosives. Ramp and rapid compression experiments at light sources have been enabled by the development of and remote, programmable operation of mechanical, pneumatic, and piezoelectric pressure generation devices. These newly enabled technical capabilities further support scientific possibilities for research areas, including fast equation-of-state, materials synthesis and metastability, and generating high strain rates.

While light source science is growing and encountering new challenges, computing is also evolving. Large-scale and heterogeneous hardware resources and data science (Figure 4) can be leveraged to help meet light source data challenges. High-performance computing (HPC) and cloud computing support processing large amounts of data where potentially multiple analyses can be performed in parallel. They also support computationally intensive simulations that can be used in conjunction with data analytics. However, experimentalists do not typically run large simulations or access large computing facilities remotely, so they require workflow-enabling abstractions and mechanisms to harness this computing power.

2.0 DATA ANALYSIS OBJECTIVES AND TOOLS

2.1 Data Types and Processing for Compression Experiments

2.1.1 Background and State of the Field

Compression experiments often rely on XRD images for their primary analysis. Analysis of XRD provides information on pressure reached during an experiment, typically through the use of a well-characterized standard material that is phase-stable over the pressures of interest (e.g., copper, gold, or platinum). XRDs for dDAC experiments on powder or polycrystalline samples, for example, consist of concentric rings because of the random orientations of the numerous crystallites. Shock experiments in which a single crystal sample is used yield XRDs that are in a speckled pattern instead of rings. Further peak fitting and advanced analysis of integrated XRD can yield information on frame number and pressure of a phase change, phase fractions during the course of a phase transition, and texture information. Recently, small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) has also been used to study compression and dynamic processes and provides information about the ordering of very large features.

An imaging microscope can be positioned between two diffraction detectors in a dynamic compression platform to provide companion images that can show, for example, nucleation and growth and melting at different pressure and/or temperature conditions and that can help track changes in particle size as a function of frame number and compression rate. For
shock compression experiments, Velocity Interferometer System for Any Reflector (VISAR) data\textsuperscript{12} are used to measure the velocity of the material during the shock and are often coordinated with XRD collected simultaneously. VISAR can be difficult to analyze in real-time but is useful in planning what laser pulse shape and what pressure are needed for the subsequent experiment. These compression experiment data types are shown in Figure 2.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{Typical data types for compression experiments. Top left: (XRD) Powder diffraction pattern collected from a DAC at APS. Top right: (image) Crystallization of Ga from Pioneers in Cameras and Optoelectronics (PCO) high-speed camera; image processing as part of a DESY/LLNL collaboration. Bottom: (plots) VISAR wave for shock entering SiC and schematic wave diagram with elastic wave (red) and second elastic reverberation (black).\textsuperscript{13}}
\end{figure}
2.1.2 Needs Identified

Real-time data analysis to steer experiments is needed in both the shock and dDAC communities and would be helpful even in “slower” traditional static DAC experiments. In dDAC experiments, real-time determination of pressure is available, but analysis of the uniaxial stress state and the identification of phase transitions with quantified phase fractions during the course of the transition is still needed. For shock compression experiments, processing VISAR in real time to inform the next shot is advantageous but is not easy to do.

Compression experiments can result in large data sets on the order of tens of thousands of images and nearly a terabyte of data. Large data can be another impediment to real-time data analysis. XFEL campaigns, in which time between shots can be mere minutes, produce larger data volumes.

Many users currently use independently developed software to analyze data, and each user may have his or her own software and/or code. A number of community tools for data analysis exist such as Rietveld refinement, General Structure Analysis System II (GSAS-II) and Material Analysis Using Diffraction (MAUD). However, current tools are time consuming, not optimized for batch processing, or batch processing is not feasible when sample complexities are present (e.g., texture, phase transitions, and deviatoric stresses).

Experimental campaigns require long stretches of experimentalist time, frequently more than 12 hours; therefore, user-friendly analytical techniques are preferred as they allow for easier concentration over these long periods. Most of these experimental regimes would benefit from universal software that could provide initial integration, background subtraction, and efficient masking of any artifacts produced by drivers or pressure trackers.

Issues in specific beamlines include how the Dynamic Compression Sector (DCS) at APS uses a pink beam to provide more photons to their users; however, this pink beam results in broad and asymmetric diffraction peaks and incorrect sample-to-detector calibrations. A means to quickly and accurately correct for this artifact of the beamline would be greatly beneficial to all users. DCS also uses four charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras to collect radiographic images of a sample using four sequential X-ray bunches, separated by ~150 ns in time. The correction of these four cameras cannot be easily performed by the user. Ghosting, where subsequent images of a phosphor are collected so close in time that the fluorescence from the previous image has not fully decayed, is also an issue.

Finally, SAXS data presents challenges in data analysis because it relies on form factor scattering instead of the traditional diffraction peaks. This results in datasets that are extremely difficult to reduce at the beam time.

2.1.3 Recommended Investment Areas

It was suggested that a portable analysis package that could be implemented at multiple beamlines to provide on-the-fly, easy-to-use XRD, SAXS, pressure calibration, and velocimetry analysis between experiments would be extremely valuable. It would be beneficial if the experimentalist would be willing to have a transfer program such as Globus to directly import the data to the analysis package instead of relying on the use of portable memory (e.g., USB drives) to transfer data between computers.
Dynamic compression experiments, particularly shock compression, often have complex detector geometries with limited coverage of reciprocal space. This can result in a non-unique interpretation of the data. Forward modeling underlying physical processes to directly fit data (e.g., modeling diffraction patterns for parent and daughter phases during a phase transformation using orientation relations between the phases to match a series of diffraction images collected during a phase transformation) can provide a way forward to interpret diffraction data originating from detectors with limited coverage.

There is a need for widely usable software, coordinated composable software components, and/or community-defined interfaces, particularly for real-time data analytics. In the synchrotron DAC community, this exists to an extent. Most beamlines use Dioptas\textsuperscript{16} for rapid pressure and phase identification. However, the shock compression community uses many different codes to process VISAR data.

Online analysis tools for time-dependent data should support rapid assessment of data quality and sample evolution with increasing pressure. For example, real-time optical microscopy combined with XRD would facilitate a researcher’s ability to evaluate sample evolution. Automated image analysis—of both the optical and diffraction images—could help isolate and identify unique pressure-dependent features in very large datasets. Online tools like these could be modular and part of a larger tool set that could be customized for various time-dependent measurement needs. Additional effort should be directed at batch processing XRD patterns using full-pattern techniques, visualization, profile matching, or even Rietveld refinement. Even modest advances in evaluation and analysis software for use both during and after time-dependent high-pressure experiments could greatly advance the field.

**Figure 3.** The interaction of X-rays with crystals by a process of diffraction is used to prove the structure of matter at the atomic scale. The diffraction of X-rays at specific angles produces peaks like those in the data (left). Fitting these peaks with improved models (model fit, center; residuals, right) advances our understanding of how matter behaves. The model we proposed here uses Fourier series to fit the data in a single step rather than using the multistep process. Images courtesy of Simon Hunt and Danielle Fenech.
2.2 X-Ray Diffraction Analysis Tools

2.2.1 Background and State of the Field

Software packages available in the scientific community are used for analyzing data from XRD experiments. However, most software packages are not optimized for speed or usability but rather for technical capabilities. They often emerged in other communities, where good data quality can usually be ensured through careful experimental design. Unfortunately, XRD data from dynamic shock and DAC experiments often cannot provide data of comparable quality because of the short exposures in time-resolved measurements, which leads to an inevitable failure of the optimization routines in many of those packages.

A number of complete analysis packages for powder XRD exist, such as Material Analysis Using Diffraction (MAUD)\textsuperscript{17} and General Structure Analysis System–II (GSAS-II).\textsuperscript{18} These packages perform image integration and simple single pattern LeBail fits or Rietveld refinement of microstrains and textures as well as batch processing of multiple files. GSAS-II can process images on the fly as they are collected. The rate is limited to 1–2 seconds per image, but the user can view the evolution of the integrated powder patterns with changes in experimental conditions. The sequential analysis tools in GSAS-II allow fitting of sequential results (e.g., volumes) to simple analytical functions to extract things of interest (e.g., equation of state coefficients). Optimization tools using HPC (such as Spotlight,\textsuperscript{19} which uses Mystic\textsuperscript{20}) explore ranges of lattice parameters and weight fractions for phases provided by the user and then feed them into a GSAS language script for full Rietveld.

While these packages are powerful, they lack the speed necessary for fast visualization during the beamtime. Many users at different light sources therefore prefer other packages for online analysis, such as Dioptas,\textsuperscript{21} PDIndexer\textsuperscript{22} or XDI.\textsuperscript{23} They provide fast feedback with respect to phase content, pressure, and temperature of the sample and provide information valuable in deciding the next experimental steps. Dioptas provides multi-panel/multi-detector calibration and fitting. However, these tools lack the detailed publication-ready analysis. Post-beamtime data analysis is typically done through a combination of the software packages listed above or in combination with more specialized Rietveld programs (e.g., TOPAS,\textsuperscript{24} JANA,\textsuperscript{25} and FullProf\textsuperscript{26}). Analysis of mixed phases through HEXRD\textsuperscript{27} is also available. New features are being added regularly, such as the ability to do texture, Rietveld, Laue, unusual detector geometries, and more.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure4.png}
\caption{Data analysis approach for reaction of feldspars. Diagram courtesy of Lars Ehm.}
\end{figure}
2.2.2 Needs Identified

There is currently no single software package for high-pressure powder XRD available that serves the needs for all use cases. Switching between different software for either online or offline, single file or batch processing, etc., is necessary. This can be cumbersome because of transferring data between software and exporting and importing images and data. The question is whether a single software package is actually necessary. A better interplay between software packages would reduce the amount of new code that needs to be written and also reduce the number of possible bugs and errors. In the conference chat, one workshop participant asked, “Why is it that beamlines develop code separately and not together more?” Open-source software was also praised several times for its ability to connect the community and make progress.

A major issue will be the data analysis and visualization of the thousands of diffraction images collected. A large amount of data collected requires an automated data processing pipeline for post hoc analysis. This is challenging, however, because algorithms are often too slow or not optimized for imperfect data; manual input is needed, which makes the processing tedious, especially when re-analysis is needed. One participant seriously questioned whether it is possible to “automate experiments to make effective use of these data pipelines, i.e., for diffraction and imaging and not only one sample at a time but multiple samples one after the other.” It was also mentioned that without metadata (e.g., temperature, load, and pressure) associated with each dataset, it is impossible to produce sequential results.

A lack of general solutions was also mentioned, with one participant commenting that “solving a specific problem is always easier than solving the general problem … and communication is hard/takes time. In the short term, [creating] your own is faster, long term (I think) it is much slower.”

2.2.3 Recommended Investment Areas

- ML as a pre-conditioner for current software input to reduce the manual input
- Improvement of automatic routines in terms of robustness, user friendliness, and adaptability
- Protocols for software interoperability as well as capabilities for being able to use existing software in an HPC environment (e.g., parallel analysis of the many images). The U.S. Department of Energy’s Basic Energy Sciences (BES) is funding an effort to create common software tools called the Data Pilot Project (see Figure 5) for light source data analytic workflows in ptychography and tomography, however rapid and dynamic compression analyses are not included.
3.0 DATA SCIENCE TECHNIQUES

3.1 Image Processing

3.1.1 Background and State of the Field

X-ray imaging allows for the observation of mesoscale phenomena that are difficult to investigate with other techniques. For example, imaging can reveal void collapse, complex wave interactions in shock compressed matter, phase transition, crack propagation, and nucleation. Direct imaging (i.e., absorption imaging) and phase contrast imaging (PCI) are both powerful tools. Phase retrieval analysis on PCI data allows for the extraction of properties such as density. The APS has dedicated graphics processing unit (GPU) clusters running accelerated phase retrieval codes at various coherent diffraction beamlines that keep up with data acquisition. Experimentalists use a continuum of techniques that ranges from absorption radiography to coherent diffractive imaging. The enhanced brightness and spatial coherence of recent and future light sources are making measurements with these techniques feasible during dynamic high-pressure events (i.e., single event imaging) that use drivers such as gas guns, laser compression, and dDAC.2

3.1.2 Needs Identified

Challenges for imaging algorithms include phase wraps through a given sample, noise in the data (whether from the source or detector), and spatial resolution from the experiment geometry (i.e., source size, divergence, artifacts from X-ray beamline windows, and sample-to-detector distances). Information to allow on-the-fly adjustments to mitigate such problems is vital.

Some analysis tools are being used, though many are not readily available to the community at large and mostly exist as locally developed codes. An example is contrast transfer function (CTF) phase...
retrieval with advanced regularization techniques to account for noise looks. The technology looks promising but is not available.

Forward calculation capabilities are not available, but they have the potential to aid experiment design when used with imaging. Forward models need full diffraction calculation, energy-dependent complex indices, X-ray energy spectral response, and the ability to correct for blur, lens features, and more.

A new larger volume of data is anticipated as a result of the high repetition rate of pulsed lasers, and this will require a better workflow for handling these data and data science methods for accurate phase retrieval that incorporate experimental challenges.

### 3.1.3 Recommended Investment Areas

Workshop participants suggested a prioritized investment in imaging algorithms (in terms of impact and necessary effort) towards different levels of analysis. These items included:

1. digital image analysis to track and quantify discrete features or changes in texture in the digital images as they propagate (e.g., during shock loading),
2. phase retrieval to recover a complex index of refraction and thus density,
3. recovery of size distributions from analysis of the scatter represented in contrast texture in images, and
4. a physics model–based interpretation of sparse datasets (e.g., single-event imaging).

Research is needed for real-time coherent diffractive imaging inversion (or similar) and ptychography for use during compression experiments. These lensless reconstruction techniques can be applied through iterative phase retrieval, which can be computationally expensive, and through new and potentially faster ML techniques\(^2\) that use deep generative networks.

Algorithm acceleration efforts are also necessary to enable imaging analysis to scale up to 10 Hz repetition rates enabled by DiPOLE at the European XFEL or the Materials in Extreme Conditions (MEC) upgrade at the Linear Accelerator (Linac) Coherent Light Source (LCLS) or even for dDAC experiments at these facilities. Hardware acceleration through GPUs is a promising technique for imaging algorithms, and HPC clusters could be used more widely.

Combining PCI measurements with simultaneous or complementary XRD measurements will also provide a powerful tool and allow more simplistic phase extraction. Examples include simultaneous imaging and diffraction at free electron laser (FEL) facilities\(^3\) and imaging and diffraction in separate experiments.\(^4\)

### 3.2 Advanced Analysis, Modeling, and Machine Learning for Compression Workflows

#### 3.2.1 Background

A number of advanced techniques for analysis are available, and new techniques are currently being researched. Analysis and simulation of XRD have been done with GSAS and GSAS-II\(^5\) for a number of years, while new features, such as analysis of crystal
structure refinements for materials at very high pressures via pink beam, are being added. Analysis of mixed phases via HEXRD\textsuperscript{27} is also available, and new features are being added regularly. Advanced analytics workflows that use a combination of forward models, such as Flag\textsuperscript{34} and HYADES,\textsuperscript{35} emulators, and uncertainty quantification have shown promise\textsuperscript{36} in comparing to experimental data and helping find model parameters (see Figure 7).

Modern ML [via convolutional neural networks (CNNs)]\textsuperscript{37} and previous multidimensional scaling (MDS)\textsuperscript{38} methods are being used to classify crystal structures for neutron diffraction. A feature detection algorithm based on image processing and unsupervised ML (clustering) techniques can identify individual grains and their size distribution;\textsuperscript{39} training data are generated with molecular dynamics simulations. Deep generative networks for ptychographic imaging\textsuperscript{29} are also being researched and could potentially be used in the domain of dynamic compression to quickly provide reconstructed images of materials of interest.

3.2.2 Needs Identified

Some needs exist in the areas of obtaining data, going beyond the limitations of current models, and handling more complex analyses. Obtaining data for advanced analytics and ML can be difficult because few models are available in the rapid/dynamic compression domain. For example, models for laser-driven shock are not available. Also, some of the models may be quite computationally expensive and time-consuming to run, especially at the molecular dynamics level. Another shortcoming is that some models can provide more than one prediction and are therefore not unique. Lastly, scientists would often like to go beyond forward models and analyze and interpret texture and orientation data. They want fast prediction of internal parameters of crystal structures. In some cases, they are limited by experimental data and cannot analyze complex structures. For example, the small width of the pink beam energy distribution limits analysis to very simple structures. Figure 8 shows some efforts toward analysis of pink beam diffraction.
3.2.3 **Recommended Investment Areas**

A suggested research area includes the development of data science techniques. One way to tackle the data problem is by solving inverse problems using experimental data (rather than simulations) and performing sensitivity analysis. Emulator research also could produce more accurate uncertainty and handle functional input (using the deformation gradient as input). Multi-modal data analysis techniques could be used by, for example, including combining simulation with experiment data and the experimental timeline of X-ray probe time, translation offset, and edge wave timing.

Continued development of forward models is another area of potentially great effect, especially when combined with data science and ML techniques. It was suggested that if a user can include the spectral width and divergence of the X-ray source in a forward model of diffraction, we might be able to better resolve features from a given diffraction pattern; however, this requires a sophisticated inverse problem solver. The problem of determining mixed phases could also be helped with forward models. The simpler problem of indexing (identifying the correct lattice and unit cell parameters) from a sharp powder diffraction pattern is essentially impossible for samples consisting of more than a single phase. Even for one-phase samples, indexing can sometimes be surprisingly difficult.

ML research areas include expanding current capabilities and quickly predicting internal parameters of crystal structure (e.g., lattice lengths, lattice angles, and thermal parameters) and using these quantities in more advanced analyses such as texture analysis. As previously mentioned, ML is also a promising area for imaging. Forward modeling, ML, and/or advanced analysis is needed to include mixed phases (possibly in combination with deviatoric stress) or mixed crystallographic states and to determine how much of the probed region is in one phase versus the other. Changes to the beam characteristics, such as sharper pink beam distribution, could allow for analysis of more complex materials if enough sample data are available.

3.3 **Visualization**

3.3.1 **Background and State of the Field (with citations to publications/code)**

Interdisciplinary efforts between scientists and visualization researchers have produced workflows to support real-time data visualization needs and post hoc data exploration. The resultant tools address the heterogenous, high-dimensional data typical of dynamic compression experiments. Image-based techniques such as computer vision and ML have also proven useful. Several tools have been based on Cinema, a database approach to the exploration of high-dimensional data.40 Cinema:Bandit41 seen in Figure 9 is a specialized Cinema tool designed for a continuous beamline workflow. It brings together VISAR

---

**Figure 8.** A profile function for pink beam diffraction used in single-peak fits and in a Rietveld refinement for CeO2. This feature has been added to the GSAS-II package. Image courtesy of R. Von Dreele.
images, velocimetry profiles, XRD images, and XRD patterns linked by a parallel coordinates plot that allows the user to subselect the data. Cinema:Bandit was used in a runtime shock physics workflow at LCLS. Cinema:Debye-Scherrer\textsuperscript{42} similarly links run parameters to individual Rietveld plots, allowing the user to quickly find outliers and patterns. Cinema:Quest\textsuperscript{43} allows the user to explore dimensionally reduced input and output parameter space through an interactive drag-and-track mechanism. Researchers at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) have developed several visualization tools to support beamline workflows. MultiSciView\textsuperscript{44} allows a user-defined layout with views such as image pixels, a parallel coordinates plot, and data selection tools. The various views allow the user to drill into the data to find anomalies and interactively explore a large image dataset. This tool has been integrated into in situ workflows at the Center for Functional Nanomaterials (CFN) and Complex Materials Scattering (CMS) beamlines at the National Synchrotron Light Source–II (NSLS-II). Other work includes tools that incorporate ML (such as VisCNN\textsuperscript{45}) to support feature detection and modelling and data-driven color mapping for X-ray images\textsuperscript{46} (this also in use at NSLS-II at the Hard X-ray Nanoprobe beamline).

3.3.2 Needs Identified

As mentioned in Section 3.1, real-time analysis tools are needed to affect runtime decisions. Cinema:Bandit and MultiSciView have each been successfully used at beamlines. However, useful applications have not always migrated to common use at beamlines. Although these modular component–based approaches can potentially support different experimental workflows at multiple facilities, they are often viewed as one-off applications. The ability to bring beamline metadata into the data output stream and into real-time visualization tools to support run decision-making is also a significant issue. Awareness of the available tools and integration into the diverse beamline software stacks are both needed to make these tools more widely available.

3.3.3 Recommended Investment Areas

The development of the aforementioned tools relied heavily on interdisciplinary teams with visualization researchers embedded into experimental teams. Increased funding will be needed to support this type of interdisciplinary approach. Research is needed to extend these efforts to develop additional components for a wider range of experimental workflows. The continued strategic development of prototype tools that support quantitative visual comparison between models and experimental data is another area that could significantly affect scientific insights. Investment in software engineering is needed to incorporate these tools into the beamline software stack.
4.0 COMPUTATIONAL WORKFLOWS AND FACILITY SUPPORT

4.1 Real-Time Analytics Workflows and Computation

4.1.1 Background

Frameworks have been developed to facilitate real-time data management, processing, and visualization at beamline facilities. These frameworks provide libraries for data acquisition and loading because hardware, data formats (e.g., heterogeneous data format [HDF], Nexus, tagged image format file [TIFF], or crystallographic binary file [CBF]), and metadata vary across facilities. After the data are captured, a data broker organizes the data and associated metadata so it is available at collection time. This abstraction decouples the data acquisition and formats from the analysis code, allowing scientists to share analyses between experiments and beamline facilities.

One common application of these frameworks is to monitor data quality, which allows scientists to make immediate decisions. The Online Monitor framework has been deployed in this capacity at LCLS and the synchrotron light source PETRA III at Deutsches Elekronen-Synchrotron (DESY) for responding to experiments where the sample was missed, the injector was clogged, or the injector liquid jet moved. Domain knowledge can be added to these monitors to create automated alarms or controls that alert the scientists or make small corrections. Adaptive logic is an emerging research area, and frameworks such as Adaptive BlueSky shown in Figure 10 have been designed to apply adaptive logic and steer experiments. An early example of Adaptive BlueSky’s capabilities was to efficiently sample the profile of Gaussian beams. Discussion between computational and experimental scientists are ongoing to identify use cases for applying adaptive logic during experiments.
4.1.2 Needs Identified

These frameworks for real-time analyses are executed at beamline facilities close to the detectors and streamed data sources or local data storage for a quick response time. However, access to these resources may require the user to physically be at the facility. Therefore, efforts are ongoing to develop support for remotely executing and monitoring workflows within these frameworks. Aside from remote connections, there are two additional use cases identified: (1) developing, validating, and reproducing the analysis post hoc; and (2) performing computationally intensive analyses that require data transfer to remote sites that can perform the analysis. Tools such as Globus\textsuperscript{54,55} are currently used to transfer data, and there has been some research in remote transfer using BlueSky;\textsuperscript{56} however, more support to handle these additional use cases would increase applicability.

An emerging application of this research area is using information to direct the experiment in real-time. To accomplish this, there needs to be an increase in the communication and synergy between computational and experimental scientists. Computational scientists need to understand what information is useful during an experiment and then codify domain-knowledge in logic to create alarms, controls, and/or visualizations that help steer experiments.

4.1.3 Recommended Investment Areas

In practice, it can be time-consuming to implement a backend at a new facility to collect data, as there may be unique and/or specific requirements to access the data acquisition system, computing resources, or hardware. The development entails working with facility personnel to understand the data acquisition methods unique to the facility. This knowledge is compartmentalized across projects and the effort is duplicated for each framework.
Investment in a shared data acquisition or data broker library between frameworks would provide a single, user-friendly interface for querying data and metadata from various facilities that would unify this knowledge. This would allow frameworks to leverage previous work in the community to accelerate the implementation of analyses at facilities. Investment in this technology and increased communication between computational and experimental scientists would foster a collaborative community for real-time analytics.

4.2 Facility Computational Resources

4.2.1 Background

Previous workshops on HPC and exascale computing for experimental workflows have shown a need for development in the area of HPC and experimental data analysis. The National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC), a supercomputing facility located geographically near the Advanced Light Source (ALS), is part of the Superfacility Project (funded by the Office of Science) and is crafting tools and interfaces and is performing community outreach to meet a substantial experimental workflow user base (35% of NERSC users), as shown in Figure 12. As a light source user facility with both synchrotron and XFEL sources, the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) National Accelerator Laboratory has a solid base of experience with experimental workflows and, in anticipation of the LCLS-II upgrade, has performed extensive research on data reduction and planning for a local science data facility. The EuXFEL is a newer facility with basic computing infrastructure and convenient ties to an established DESY synchrotron experimental analysis computational infrastructure. Amazon Web Services (AWS) is well-established in cloud computing for the commercial domain and is working toward a stronger connection with the scientific domain by hosting datasets and notebook-based access to data and by connecting with notebook-based access to data.

Figure 11. Descriptions of the Superfacility Initiative. Image courtesy of Debbie Bard.
The workshop also highlighted other data sharing and software efforts. The Materials Project\textsuperscript{62} hosts data with a direct access application programming interface (API) and includes 500,000 K-edge X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectra for over 50,000 materials. They also have data for XRD in all phases. They promote the use of open-source software for analysis of the data.\textsuperscript{63} The Basic Energy Sciences (BES) Data Pilot Project was also highlighted for its work in connecting standardized software stacks for three experiment acquisition and analysis workflows (X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy [XPCS], ptychography, and tomography) with user facilities services such as the Superfacility as well as data storage and archive.

4.2.2 Needs Identified

Computing facility policy, authentication and federation, and human steps in the experimental analytics workflow thwart automated workflows. Data volumes and velocity are increasingly requiring inline data reduction, data management, metadata generation, and fast approximate analysis through new techniques such as ML. Computationally sophisticated real-time analyses are needed in a regime of fast feedback for feature extraction and data quality measurements. There was interest on the part of a number of participants in learning more about GPUs and how they could help with faster analytics. More research on the specifics of workflows and scientists requirements is needed to support many experimental regimes and a diverse set of users. Finally, mobile workflow support is needed so that scientists can run experimental data analysis at each facility without having to redesign the workflow each time.

4.2.3 Recommended Investment Areas

Recommended areas of investment for computing facilities are workflows, data management, and user engagement. Users would like clean protocols and interfaces for analytics and workflow software (e.g., scheduling, reservations, launching workflows, monitoring and optimizing job status and results). In the area of data management, research is needed for tools to handle data volumes for local processing, fast feedback with data reduction, and processing close to the detector (edge). Data migration is an area of investment to move data fast by means of transparent data transfer and efficient network allocation from user facilities to remote processing. Data repositories are another relevant data management area for research to better understand and use ways to deposit and curate data in various locations, including the cloud, along with container toolsets that allow processing of data anywhere. Data provenance and metadata are key to preserving the context in which data were taken and in enabling analysis, especially if data are made available to others through data platforms. Lastly, a major area of investment identified continues to be user engagement. User partnerships, integration between computing and light source facilities, and increased engagement with cloud providers are key to making better use of computing resources. Initiatives like the Materials Genome Initiative (MGI) also support data science research and development (R&D) infrastructure for materials discovery.\textsuperscript{64}
5.0 PRIORITY GAPS

The workshop identified several priority gaps that crosscut many, if not all, of the sessions.

- Although upgraded facilities provide more opportunities for scientific discovery than ever before, current software and data analytic workflows for compression science cannot handle the new large data volumes and velocities. It is clear that scientists are thrilled to have the additional time points in their data series, a larger field of view, and a higher image resolution. However, they currently do not have the software stacks and algorithms for data management and cannot fully leverage the power of this newfound data.

- Data analysis tools available can perform specific tasks but are often manual and usually too time-intensive to be able to help inform the current experiment. With scarce beam times, scientists are seeing missed opportunities when they post-process data. The small-scale analytics do not go far enough to enable experimental design during a beam time and do not harness the computing power that is available for faster analytics.

- Compression science data characteristics present challenges for analytics. Noise, phase wraps, spatial resolution, data sparseness, and artifacts in data impede analyses such as peak finding and imaging. Scientists are aware that overcoming these challenges could lead to some of the largest scientific breakthroughs.

- For data science to be most effective, dataset availability is key. Compression science, because of its experimental nature, has few labelled datasets. It is therefore difficult to obtain training and simulation data needed for ML, statistical data science, and experimental data analytics supplementation. Models can typically provide this; however, this field lacks a rich set of suitable models and shortcomings exist in some of the models that are currently available.

- As a corollary to dataset availability, metadata generation, management, and availability are also key; however, metadata capabilities are sorely lacking in the area of compression science data. This thwarts data science and data management.

- Scientists would like to be able to conduct experiments remotely more often and to harness resources from multiple facilities; however, these capabilities are just beginning to become available. Much more needs to be done to make the process seamless for scientists and make the analytics portable across facilities.

6.0 PRIORITY INVESTMENTS

- Algorithm development is a top priority for analytics like imaging, ML, and signal processing. Analytics are needed that are integrated real-time into the toolchain to guide decision making, close to the detector in some cases, so that features are detected and data are reduced, and that include visualization so that the user is involved in the analytics.

- Investments need to be made in more universally applicable and accessible software tools. As with the BES Data Pilot project, compression science also needs tools with common interfaces between them that can provide the ability to load user-made or niche “plugins” useful to a specific experiment. Scientists anticipate that this solution will be more agile and responsive to individual needs than monolithic tools.

- Integration of multiple streams of data would lead to a better diagnostic capability for compression science. Scientists want to combine multiple techniques and data types (e.g.,
combine data from different detectors such as diffraction and imaging and combine modeling and analytics).

- Metadata creation and data management are required if we are going to treat compression science data as first class. Data need to have the same pedigree despite coming from different data streams. Mechanisms like data brokers and shared data acquisition are needed to help scientists properly tag data with basic metadata such as sample configuration and positions and to place the data in accessible repositories. Connections need to be made between metadata, data repositories, and real-time tools and visualization.

- Both science and computing user facilities need to invest in user engagement and interdisciplinary teams. In this way, scientists can articulate needs for different regimes and work with software developers and computational scientists to enable the workflows that are needed.

- Algorithms and data storage infrastructure are needed for data processing and reduction to handle increased volumes and velocity of data.

- Forward model development for various compression regimes is needed and should be combined with data analytic techniques. Many current models need further development to match experiment requirements more closely so that they can be used for accurate prediction.

- Interfacility or facility-to-remote laptop workflows that support remote and collaborative experiment decision making, data analytics, and processing need much greater investment. New compression science software stacks and interfaces need to connect to these workflows and do so in a portable way.

### 7.0 SUMMARY AND SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

The workshop gathered a widely representative group of compression science experts, data scientists, and computer scientists and included a number of deep-dive discussion sessions on compression science analytics requirements, analytics tools, advanced analytics and workflows, and facility computational support. The workshop was successful in going beyond the discussion of generalities of compression science data analytics and honed in on specific use cases and deficiencies that warrant further attention and investment.

Priority needs were identified for large data processing, handling unique data characteristics, and in a lack of training data, metadata, forward models, real-time tools, and remote experiment tools. Investment areas were identified for algorithm development, software tools, data integration, metadata creation, user engagement, forward models, and interfacility workflows.

The community seems especially engaged and ready to collaborate to tackle some of the identified challenges. Many people indicated that a number of useful tools exist and that some of the
challenges seem doable with modifications to tools available, while other challenges will require considerable investment into research on novel solutions or will require community coordination to settle on mutually beneficial abstractions for software interfaces and integration. Suggested activities are to increase awareness of community data analytics needs through collaboration and to continue workshops at user facility meetings, professional society meetings, or other relevant venues.
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APPENDIX A. WORKSHOP WEBSITE

The website for this workshop can be found at http://www.lanl.gov/conferences/compress.

About the workshop

Rapid and dynamic compression experiments are used to further our understanding of materials properties as well as Earth and planetary science. Rapid compression techniques such as dynamic diamond anvil cell (DAC) provide a controlled load/pressure profile to materials. Dynamic or shock compression experiments such as laser or gas gun shock experiments at high pressure provide information on materials under very high pressure. Both techniques have many commonalities in terms of experimental datatypes, analyses needed during an experiment, analyses post-experiment and goals of studying pressure-induced phase transitions.

This workshop will focus on computational needs of rapid and dynamic compression experiments at user light sources. It will also make connections to related experimental workflows and data from other experimental facilities such as neutron facilities and laser facilities. As facilities are upgraded, new detectors become available, and experimental compression rates increase, the need is greater for real-time analysis during experiments, as well as post-experiment data analysis that enables scientific discovery. The workshop will highlight all aspects of the experimental workflows from theory and simulation through experimental design and execution, detector development and reading, high performance computing, data reduction, statistical inference, statistical emulation, and machine learning.

As a tangible outcome, the workshop will identify current and future computational requirements for rapid and dynamic compression, the set of data science and supporting components that are needed to fill those requirements, and experiment workflow patterns that will utilize the components. Based on these findings, the workshop will identify future research directions to support these computational requirements and summarize them in a report.
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### Tuesday, September 8, 2020 (Times in MDT)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Presenter(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00 am – 9:05 am</td>
<td>Welcome, Committee Introductions</td>
<td>Christine Sweeney (LANL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:05 am – 9:15 am</td>
<td>Formal Welcome, Opening Conference Remarks</td>
<td>Antoinette (Toni) Taylor (LANL), Associate Laboratory Director for Physical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 – 10:15 am</td>
<td>Keynote Address: Data Science and Application in High Pressure Research</td>
<td>Nenad Velisavljevíc, Staff Scientist, LLNL, HPCAT Director, APS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 – 10:30 am</td>
<td>Charge to Participants. Workshop Approach</td>
<td>Christine Sweeney (LANL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 – 10:46 pm</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 – 11:15 pm</td>
<td>Plenary: Building a Community Platform for Data Science with the Materials Project</td>
<td>Matthew Horton (LBL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 – 11:45 pm</td>
<td>Plenary: Towards a BES Light Source Wide Sustainable Software Stack</td>
<td>Hari Krishnan (LBL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 – 12:15 pm</td>
<td>Lunch break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 12:15 – 1:30 pm | Panel: Commonalities of Data and Analytics for Static and Dynamic Compression | Host: Lowell Miyagi (U. Utah)
Earl O'Bannon (LLNL)
Eric Gallier (SLAC)
Rachel Husband (DESY)
Sally Tracy(Carnegie Inst) |
| 1:30 – 1:45 pm | Break                                                                  |                                                                              |
| 1:45 – 2:45 pm | Session (Speakers/Discussion): XRD and Scattering: Data Processing Tools | Host: Rachel Huber (LANL)
Trevor Willey (LLNL)
Erik Watkins (LANL)
Richard Briggs (LLNL) |
| 2:45 – 3:00 pm | Preview of Day 2                                                       | Christine Sweeney (LANL)                                                     |

---

Institutional Host: Richard Sheffield
Technical Host: Christine Sweeney, CCS-7, 505-551-2367

Agenda Revised: 9/3/20
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Hosts/Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00 am</td>
<td>Welcome to Day 2, Announcements, Charge for Day 2</td>
<td>Christine Sweeney (LANL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10 am - 9:15am</td>
<td>Day 1 Session Report back</td>
<td>Session Leads</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 9:15 – 10:15am | Session (Speakers/Discussion): Time-dependent Measurements Using Static Apparatus | Host: Jesse Smith (ANL)  
Mungo Frost (SLAC)  
Simon Hunt (U. Manchester)  
Rachel Husband (DESY) |
| 10:15-10:30  | Break                                                                  |                                                   |
| 10:30 - 11:30 | Session (Speakers/Discussion): Image Processing                       | Hosts: Brian Jensen (LANL)  
Emma McBride (SLAC)  
David Montgomery (LANL)  
Bob Nagler (SLAC)     |
| 11:30 - 12:00 | Lightning Talks (students, post docs)                                  | Blake Sturtevant (LANL)                           |
| 12:00 – 12:30 | Lunch                                                                   |                                                   |
| 12:30 - 1:30 | Session (Speakers/Discussion): Machine Learning for Compression Workflows | Host: Mathew Cherukara (ANL)  
Devin Francom (LANL)  
Sudip Seal (ORNL)  
Robert Von Dreele (ANL) |
| 1:30 - 1:40  | Break                                                                   |                                                   |
| 1:40 - 2:40  | Session (Speakers/Discussion): Visualization                           | Host: Terry Turton (LANL)  
Dan Orban (U. Minnesota)  
Wei Xu (BNL)            |
| 2:40 - 2:55  | Day 2 Session Report Backs                                             | Session Leads                                     |
| 2:55 - 3:00  | Preview of Day 3                                                       | Christine Sweeney (LANL)                          |
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*Thursday, September 10, 2020 (Times in MDT)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Hosts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00 am – 9:10 am</td>
<td>Welcome to Day 3, Report-backs</td>
<td>Christine Sweeney, Session Hosts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10 - 10:10</td>
<td>Session (Speakers/Discussion): Real-time Analytics Workflows and Computation</td>
<td>Host: Chris Biwer (LANL) Valerio Mariiani (SLAC) Thomas Caswell (BNL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:10 - 10:25</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:40 - 12:20</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:50 - 2:05</td>
<td>Panel and discussion: Facility Computational Resources in Support of Rapid and Dynamic Compression Experimental Data Analysis Workflows</td>
<td>Host: Christine Sweeney (LANL) Debbie Bard (LBL) Jana Thayer (SLAC) Thomas Michelot (EuXFEL) Kevin Jorissen (Amazon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:05 - 2:20</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:20-2:30</td>
<td>Report backs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 - 3:20</td>
<td>Discussion of gaps, priorities and path forward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:20 - 3:30</td>
<td>Workshop Concluding Remarks</td>
<td>Christine Sweeney (LANL)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Friday, September 11, 2020 (Times in MDT)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00 am – 12 noon</td>
<td>Report Writing</td>
<td>Steering Committee, and optional for everyone else</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX D. KEYNOTE, PLENARY, AND LIGHTNING TALK ABSTRACTS AND PANELS

Keynote: Data Science and Application in High Pressure Research
Nenad Velisavljevic
Staff Scientist, Physics Division, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
Director for High Pressure Collaborative Access Team (HPCAT) at the Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory

Data science has far reaching implications. As with any major innovation or technological advancement there are significant pros and cons. In this talk we’ll take a broad (and hopefully fun) perspective look at data science and how this field is naturally merging with the evolution of high-pressure research field. I will provide quick history and current status of high-pressure research and conclude with the look at the implications of data science use and more systematic implementation for future research.

Plenary: Building a community platform for data science with the Materials Project
Matthew Horton, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

The Materials Project is a public-facing resource of computed and experimental data for over a hundred thousand crystalline materials. This talk will discuss the lessons learned from building and curating a data platform like the Materials Project, how to make this data most useful to a community of users from government, academia, industry and education, and how the data can be used for applications including materials discovery, experimental characterization and machine learning.

Plenary: Towards a BES Light Source Wide Sustainable Software Stack
Harinarayan Krishnan, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

This talk will highlight development efforts as part of the work that is being undertaken for DOE light sources by the BES Data Pilot project and the Center for Advanced Mathematics for Energy Research Applications (CAMERA). Additionally, the talk will delve into the intricacies of deploying a real time event-driven nano-tomography processing pipeline with the aim to better understand the data pipeline and processing requirements needed for production environments. Tomography is a workhorse technique used at many scientific user facilities worldwide, and makes an ideal candidate in capturing the complexities of executing a multi-system distributed workflow in realtime.

Panel: Commonalities of Data and Analytics for Static and Dynamic Compression
Panel Lead: Lowell Miyagi, University of Utah

This panel discussion seeks to identify data collection practices, data types and analytic tools that are utilized for a range of static and dynamic compression experiments ranging from traditional
quasi static diamond anvil cell, to piezo driven dynamic diamond anvil cell to shock compression experiments. The goal of this panel will be to identify current commonalities between these techniques as well as identify current and future challenges to enable more efficient and targeted data collection and analysis.

Session: XRD and Scattering: Data Processing Tools
Session Lead: Rachel Huber, Los Alamos National Laboratory

X-ray diffraction and scattering at both synchrotrons and X-ray free electron laser facilities produce large amounts of data that prove a tremendous task to reduce and analyze after the beamtime. However, even more importantly in some cases, on-the-fly analysis at the beamline would be highly beneficial to determine if the current beamtime plan is the most prudent course of action. This session will explore static and dynamic experiments and how these experiments may benefit from improved data analysis methods, including the benefits of on-the-fly analysis at the beamline.

Session Talk: Scientists under rapid compression: data processing of dynamic compression experiments at LCLS
Richard Briggs, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Vast improvements have been made to online (and offline) data analysis tools employed during dynamic compression experiments at the MEC end-station of LCLS. In this talk, I’ll present some of my thoughts on the history, progress, and lessons learned from the tools used to process XRD data collected during shock compression experiments at MEC since 2013.

Session Talk: SAXS in DACs and other extremes
Erik Watkins, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) probes ordering in materials over length scales ranging from around a nanometer to several hundred nanometers. Here, I will discuss recent applications of SAXS to study silica nanospheres and amorphous carbon at high pressures (up to 10s of GPa) in diamond anvil cells (DACs) as well as in-situ SAXS studies of demixing in high-Z alloys.

Session Talk: Data Processing Tools for Detonation Science at the Advanced Photon Source
Trevor Willey, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

We have been performing small-scale detonation experiments at the Advanced Photon Source for several years, and outline successes and challenges in processing scattering and diffraction data from these dynamic events.
Session: Time-dependent measurements using static apparatus
Session Lead: Jesse Smith, HPCAT, Argonne National Laboratory

Complementary advances in light sources and high pressure apparatus make it possible to carry out time-dependent extreme-conditions measurements using static high pressure apparatus. The types and volume of data generated by these novel techniques can easily overwhelm the tools traditionally used for analyzing static high pressure data. While there have been a few notable software tools developed in recent years, there remains an urgent need for the continued development of image and pattern analysis software to facilitate the reduction and analysis of data collected during rapid/ramp compression and time-dependent imaging. In this session we explore a few relevant experimental techniques and hope to articulate some of the software tools which could benefit future work.

Session Talk: Outrunning Reactions with Rapid Compression
Mungo Frost, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory

Lithium is among a number of substances which undergoes reactions in diamond anvil cells making its study challenging. By compressing rapidly this can be overcome allowing structural data to be collected at high P-T conditions prior to anvil failure. The methods used to analyze the very weak scattering data will be discussed, as well as future challenges for this kind of experiment.

Session Talk: Improved strain resolution in time and exposure constrained diffraction patterns using Fourier series
Simon Hunt, Department of Materials, University of Manchester, Manchester, UK

The determination of differential strain from noisy 2D X-ray diffraction is limited by data processing and reduction techniques (i.e. diffraction pattern caking and azimuthally independent peak fitting). Here we present a new method that directly fits 2D diffraction data by using Fourier series to describe the azimuthal properties of diffraction peaks. Testing on a sample data set shows significantly more precise differential strain values that enables the extraction of previously unresolvable time dependent properties.

Session Talk: Time-resolved X-ray diffraction and Imaging of dynamically compressed samples in the diamond anvil cell
Rachel Husband, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron

The fast diffraction set-up at the Extreme Conditions Beamline (ECB) at PETRA III offers the possibility of performing simultaneous time-resolved X-ray diffraction and imaging of samples as they are dynamically compressed using a piezo-driven diamond anvil cell. Recent improvements of detector technology mean that it is now possible to continuously collect diffraction data at kHz rates, and a single compression cycle can generate between ~100-10000 images. The large volume of data generated in these experiments has the potential to revolutionize the landscape of typical synchrotron experiments, and the development of suitable batch processing tools is required to maximize the information that can be extracted from such large datasets.
Session: Image Processing
Session Leads: Emma McBride, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory and Brian Jensen, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Session Talk: Quantitative Phase Retrieval for Dynamic Compression Experiments
David Montgomery, Los Alamos National Laboratory, P-24
I will discuss the issues surrounding quantitative phase retrieval at synchrotrons in regimes where diffraction must be included, and in the presence of noise and blur. Single step methods do not generally apply to these problems, and the traditional Gerchberg-Saxton/Fienup methods don't do well in the presence of noise and cannot include real blur effects. Phase retrieval for these problems is ill-posed and often nonlinear. I will discuss progress in this area and future needs.

Session Talk: Phase Contrast and Direct Imaging Experiments of Shock Compressed Matter at MEC
Bob Nagler, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory
I will present an overview of imaging experiments that have been performed at at the Matter in Extreme Conditions instrument at LCLS. Past scientific results will be shown, and we will show why there is a need for (improved) phase retrieval algorithms.

Session: Machine Learning
Session Lead: Mathew Cherukara, Argonne National Laboratory
Session Talk: The pink beam powder diffraction profile
Robert Von Dreele, Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory
The powder diffraction profile obtained with a pink beam synchrotron x-ray source is described as the convolution of a back-to-back pair of exponentials convoluted with the Gaussian and Lorentzian components of a pseudo-Voigt. This new function is employed for the first time in a Rietveld refinement using data collected from a single 100ps synchrotron X-ray micropulse.

Session Talk: Simulation and Emulation of X-ray Diffraction from Dynamic Compression Experiments
Devin Francom, Los Alamos National Laboratory
Description of simulation and emulation techniques for X-ray diffraction data, especially for dynamic compression experiments. The focus will be on the emulation (machine learning) method.
Session: Visualization
Session Lead: Terry Turton, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Visualization and visual analytics are a key component for experimental workflows to support both real-time data analysis that can immediately impact run-time decisions and post hoc analysis. In this session, we will explore current visualization approaches and discuss user needs to drive future research directions.

Session Talk: Visually Exploring Parameter Spaces through Intuitive User Interaction
Daniel Orban, University of Minnesota

This talk presents a visualization technique that allows experts to quickly and interactively annotate parameterized simulation instances within input and output contexts. Users can then ask dynamic "what if?" questions by directly manipulating the input variables or output curves. Our approach enables an intuitive user-defined understanding of a continuous parameter space.

Session Talk: Visual Analytics for Multi-Attribute Scientific Data Analysis and Model Explanation
Wei Xu, Brookhaven National Laboratory

In this talk, I will introduce three ongoing visual analytics projects for NSLSII at Brookhaven National Laboratory. These projects aim at providing interactive data analysis and machine learning model understanding for scientific experiments and workflows.

Session: Real-time Analytics
Session Lead: Christopher Biwer, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Performing real-time data analysis requires automation to manage data, execute analysis tasks, and visualize results. In this session, the speakers will present examples of tools for building real-time analyses. We will discuss how these tools can enable feedback used to steer experiments and meet the requirements analyses have to be performed in real-time.

Session Talk: Adaptive BlueSky
Thomas Caswell, Brookhaven National Laboratory

Prompt / near real-time analysis is essential to make the best use of the available beamtime. Traditionally this is done by having a human-in-the-loop evaluating preliminary results and drive subsequent experiments. Using Bluesky, a data acquisition and management suite developed at NSLS-II and in use at all 5 light sources, we demonstrate the use AI/ML methods to steer more efficient data acquisition at NSLS-II.
Session Talk: OM: quasi-real time feedback for serial X-ray imaging experiments
Valerio Mariani, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory

We introduce the OM software package. OM can monitor experimental conditions in quasi real-time, providing researches with essential information required for quick decision making. Quick feedback allows experiments to be stopped or steered in a different direction when unfavorable conditions are met, preventing the collection of unfavorable data and preserving valuable resources.

Session: Post hoc Data Analytics
Session Lead: Clemens Prescher, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron, Hamburg

In this session examples of detailed analysis of large sets of X-ray diffraction data collected during dynamic compression experiments will be presented, specifically focussing on publication ready analysis after the experiment (post hoc).

Session Talk: From 2D-Diffraction images to quantitative structural data
Lars Ehm, Stony Brook University

Time-resolved diffraction measurements of material undergoing rapid compression create large amounts of data that allow an in-depth view into the complex process in the material down to the atomic scale. We will present some recent successes and failures in the extraction of quantities structural data from the large set of 2D diffraction data.

Session Talk: Processing of dDAC XRD data
Hauke Marquardt, University of Oxford

The combination of the dynamic diamond-anvil cell (dDAC) with time-resolved XRD imaging allows for tracking the response of materials to changes in pressure with a practically continuous pressure resolution. The resulting data sets often contain several hundreds of diffraction images, requiring an automated fitting routine to effectively analyze the experimental results. Here, I will summarize our experience dealing with such data sets and further discuss the novel information that can be extracted.

Session Talk: Analysis of diffraction data from ultrafast compression of Zr
Michael R. Armstrong, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

I will talk about using hydrodynamics simulations to simulate diffraction patterns from samples under nonuniform laser-driven dynamic compression. Under nonuniform compression, diffraction lines will be inhomogeneously broadened, but simulations can obtain quantitatively similar patterns with some simple assumptions.
Session Talk: Microstructure Evolution during dynamic compression in titanium characterized with the XFEL at LCLS-2
Sven C. Vogel, Los Alamos National Laboratory

The transient time of a shock wave traveling at a few 1000 m/s through ten micrometers of materials is a few ns. Post mortem analysis provides only limited insight into the microstructural evolution during such a shock. Advent of XFELs and high-powered optical lasers to induce shocks into materials have enabled in situ characterization of the phase transitions, strains, and texture evolution occurring during dynamic compression materials. We report the first successful application of Rietveld analysis to obtain strains, volume fractions, and textures of the phases occurring during shock of pure titanium metal, thus providing for the first time a fairly complete picture of the microstructure evolution during shock.

Detector Research Plenary: 6H detector frontiers and recent progress
Zhehui (Jeph) Wang, Los Alamos National Laboratory

We summarize the '6H' detector frontiers for high-speed X-ray imaging, utilizing the state-of-the-art high-energy X-ray sources especially the Argonne Advanced Photon Source. The interdisciplinary approach that integrates experiments, instrument development, and data science have delivered encouraging results.

Panel: Facility Computational Resources in Support of Rapid and Dynamic Compression Experimental Data Analysis Workflows
Panel Lead: Christine Sweeney, Los Alamos National Laboratory

In this panel, we will hear perspectives of experts from both experimental facilities and computing facilities. We will discuss the current and future capabilities of these facilities and how they are adapting to meet the analysis needs of rapid and dynamic compression scientists and the challenges of data management.

Lightning Talks (Wednesday September 9, 2020)
Chris McGuire (University of Edinburgh), Thermodynamic assessment of the Fe-C binary phase diagram at extreme conditions
Andres Quan (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Visualizing XRD Data with Cinema:Snap
Seunghee Oh (Carnegie Mellon University), In situ Characterization of Phase Evolution of Ni Alloy 718 During Laser Processing with High Energy Synchrotron X-ray Diffraction
Samantha Couper (University of Utah), Double sided laser heating in the radial DAC and a cubic to monoclinic phase transition in FeO
APPENDIX E. WORKSHOP QUESTIONNAIRE

Participants filled out a registration questionnaire on their background and interests; we present a summary of the results here.

The majority of attendees were in one of four categories: mid/late career research staff (32.6%), early career (21.1%), graduate student (20%), or postdoc (13.7%), with the remaining attendees being support/technical staff, industry experts, university professors, managers, and early/mid-career research staff.

Research interests were predominately in dynamic compression (56.8%), static compression (48.4%), imaging (36.8%), computer science (29.5%), statistics (14.7%), and one each in a number of other areas: rotational shear DAC, diffraction/crystallography/microstructure, materials science and engineering, micromechanical modelling, detonation physics, computational and analytic support for light sources, scientific software, crystallography, synchrotrons, X-ray scattering, XFELs, and in-situ X-ray diffraction.

Facilities currently being used or are anticipated to be used included HPCAT (46.3%), LCLS (46.3%), DCS (35.8%), EuXFEL (34.7%), PETRA III (26.3%), and NIF/OMEGA (21.1%). Three participants use GSECARS, two use ALS, and one participant each uses the following facilities: LANSCE, APS 1-1D, NSLS-II, NERSC, APS other beamlines, BL10-XU (SPring-8), OLCF/ALCF, NSLS-II, FLASH, TPW, JLF, APS 34ID-C Compression/Tensile, SSRL, CHESS, ANL, and LANL. Seven participants indicated using no facilities.

Experimental datatypes currently used were primarily XRD images (82.1%), VISAR (34.7%), oscilloscope traces (24.2%), pyrometry (11.6%), and one or two each from XRD spectral data and hyperspectral data, neutron time-of-flight, image sequences and diffraction sequences, X-ray phase contrast images, X-ray imaging data, X-radiographs, WAXS/SAXS, XAS/XANES/NEXAFS, crystallography, data from NSLS-II, direct imaging, neutron scattering images, satellite images, XRTS, radiography, THz, SAXS, NR/XRR, MPDV, Raman, EXAFS, inelastic X-ray scattering, spectroscopy, and VIS images.

Nearly 12 percent of participants felt that all their data and data analysis needs were met; however, 83 percent felt that only some of their needs were met and 5.9 percent felt that their needs were not met at all. Furthermore, 40 percent anticipated changes in data requirements and analyses in the near future. An additional 38.8 percent anticipated that one of the existing techniques would be upgraded and would change their data needs. Finally, 21.2 percent did not predict any changes to data or analytics in the near future.

Data analytics used by experimentalists were predominantly curve fitting (71.4%), Rietveld refinement (51.2%), uncertainty analysis (51.2%), real-time data visualization (42.9%), experimental design (40.5%), principal component analysis (13.1%), neural networks (11.9%), and Gaussian processes (8.3%). Other techniques mentioned were OpenCV, SAXS analyses, independent codes, X-ray CT, conventional analysis image processing (wavelets), iterative phase retrieval (ptychography), diffraction imagine/phase contrast, single crystal refinement, and DIC.

Participants indicated that they would like to start using data analysis techniques of real-time visualization (49.3%), modeling (e.g., finite element models) (42.3%), principal component analysis (39.4%), neural networks (32.4%), uncertainty analysis (29.6%), experimental design (29.6%), Gaussian processes (15.5%), and curve fitting (14.1%). Several people indicated machine learning and SAXS imaging, and some were not sure.
Experimentalists currently use the following computational resources: laptops (89.8%), workstations (59.1%), high performance computing cluster (40.9%), GPUs (19.3%), and the public cloud (1.1%).

In terms of expected outcomes, participants sought a greater understanding of the datatypes and requirements in rapid and/or dynamic compression (72.6%), an improvement in understanding of the science and experimental aspect of rapid and/or dynamic compression (66.3%), building a network and collaborations (58.9%), gaining a better understanding of computer science and how it can be used in data analysis (57.9%), learning about how forthcoming technology will benefit rapid and/or dynamic compression and the computational challenges associated with these technologies (56.8%), identification of reusable analytics, computational techniques and/or software components that can be shared by others doing similar experiments (55.8%), and providing input on important research directions in data analytics and computation that will further science in the rapid and/or dynamic compression areas (36.8%).